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Literature Based 
Pedagogy in the 
Composition 
Classroom
Presenter: Emily Sammons, West Nassau 
High School
This presentation 
addresses an inquiry vital 
to the heart of the 
composition classroom: is 
integrating literature based 
and non-literature based 
writing instruction 
pedagogies achievable, 
and what approach best 
serves the students 
present in the first-year 
writing classroom? 
Implications for Answers to this Inquiry 
● Changing the Face of Future Classroom Practices 
● Garnering Better Writing Skills  for Students
● Enriching Student Experience with Language and 
Culture
● Desiring Learning Outcomes for Students that 
include creativity and voice 
Allowing literature and 
composition to learn 
from one another is the 
answer to the literature 
versus composition false 
dichotomy. Fallacious 
reasoning assumes the 
two are mutually 
exclusive. 
Dr. Peter Elbow, “The Cultures of Literature and 
Composition: What Could Each Learn from the 
Other”
● Well developed writing comes from both the capability to 
read rhetorically  and the capability to write rhetorically. 
● “I’d argue that we can’t harness students’ strongest linguistic 
and even cognitive powers unless we see imaginative and 
metaphorical as the norm--basic or primal” (536). 
● Literature enriches student language and experience with 
culture.
● Turn “Process vs. Product” into “Process and Product”
● The mission is to achieve personal entanglement with texts. 
Reviewed Work: “Integrating Literature and 
Writing Instruction: First-Year English, Humanities 
Corre Courses, Seminars by Judith H. Anderson 
and Christine R. Farris” Reviewed by Cynthia 
Cavanaugh
● “Well documented examples of how the objectives of first-year writing 
programs may be accomplished using literature and other texts.” 
● What caused the disappearance (not debate) of literature from the 
writing classroom? 
● What is the effective use of literature in a composition course?
○ Bildungsroman
○ Theme Connections
○ Big Picture Connections
○ Ethical Values Uncovered for Students Unconventionally
○ Topic Generation
“A Place for Literature in Freshman Composition” 
by Gary Tate
● Purposes and Goals of Freshman Composition
● Rhetoric’s Insurrection of the Writing Classroom
● “[Removing literature from the writing classroom] is to deprive our 
students of the linguistic possibilities that just might elevate their 
prose above mediocrity...to trivialize the creative act of composing” 
(318). 
● Consider your goals for students when designing a class: what and 
how.
● “They should be denied no resource that can help them” (321). 
● Ending “the self-imposed censorship” (321)
Personal Interviews and Experience
● Gabriel Blackwell (University of West Florida)
○ Teaches using multi-modal texts over traditional literature.
● Scott Satterwhite (UWF)
○ Engages students with traditional literature. 
● Stephanie Lagasse (UWF) 
○ Teaches using literature, but has experienced disappointing 
classroom environments that combine reading with writing. 
Significance of Inquiry and Concluding Thoughts
● Pedagogy should a point of decision for each 
individual instructor
● Defining a future generation of writers
● What benefits students most holistically? 
● The incorporation of a variety of cultural shaping 
texts including multi-modal and traditional literature 
facilitates the optimal learning environment for 
students.
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